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1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

In this chapter the significance and topics of my work are formulated. 

1.1. Introduction 
Nowadays, following the growing energy demand new, environmentally 
friendly power plants need to be developed. The ITER (International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) fusion reactor is aiming to demonstrate 
the scientific and technical feasibility of fusion as a new energy source.  

The principle of the fusion process is that in the toroidal vacuum environment 
the charged particles (deuterium and tritium) are magnetically confined in a 
plasma state. After the collisions and fusion these particles will be transformed 
to helium and a will produce a high energy neutron. The released energy will 
be taken by the first wall elements, called Blanket Modules. Through the 
coolant water the transported heat will produce electricity in the power plants. 
Beyond the thermal load there is high-intensity neutron radiation that hits the 
wall elements, and this is much higher in order of magnitude compared to what 
we may find in a regular nuclear power plant. This radiation damages and 
degrades the materials and the diffusion bonding, which, due to heat 
conductance, would be essential in a vacuum environment. 

One of the major components in the ITER vacuum vessel are the Blanket 
Modules. 7KH� 0RGXOHV¶� cooling channels are manufactured by HIP (Hot 
Isostatic Pressure) diffusion bonding SURFHVV��ZKLFK�LV�D�³VROLG�VWDWH�ZHOGLQJ´�
(Goods, Puskar, 2011). This process is used when large flat surfaces need to 
be bonded together. Furthermore, this process is used to bond the materials 
with different mechanical / thermodynamical properties where a proper heat 
conduction is required. These bonded seams will be crucial not only for ITER, 
but also for other tokamaks in the future. 

For a good quality of the bonding, a thorough control is required during the 
manufacturing process. The proper welding parameters depend on the material 
properties, the surface preparation, and where the contaminations and oxides 
significantly influence the welding quality.  

1.2. Objectives 
The goal of my research was to investigate the diffusion bonding process of 
the structural materials developed for the ITER. Beyond the standard material 
investigations, I set alternative investigations as well. I also found it important 
to understand the theoretical calculations of diffusion bonding.  
The diffusion bonding experiments were executed in the Gleeble laboratory at 
the 8QLYHUVLW\� RI� 'XQD~MYiURV� on a Gleeble 3800 Thermal-Mechanical 
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Physical Simulation System, which is suitable to investigate the bonding 
process in vacuum environment. 

The diffusion bonding experiments were performed on specimens made from 
316L as this material quality is the closest to the 316L(N)-IG developed for 
ITER. 

Following the literature research, I did not find methods that were able to 
investigate the bonding process under the long diffusion process. The most 
important parameters of the diffusion bonding are the temperature, pressure, 
time and the surface roughness, where with the comparison of experiments 
and numerical simulations these parameters can be fine-tuned in the future. 
During the theoretical surface simulation of the diffusion bonding, it was 
visible that different mechanisms were dominant at different phases of the 
process. Therefore it may have a particular interest to investigate the bonding 
process in a direct way under the diffusion bonding. 

To achieve this, I set the following objectives: 

a) The physical simulation of diffusion bonding and monitoring the 
process on a thermo-mechanical physical simulator ± Gleeble 3800. 
To carry out the diffusion bonding experiments made from two pieces, 
and the reference experiment from one specimen with the same 
parameters. 

b) Preparation of a numerical modelling according to the Gleeble 3800 
physical simulations in order to compare with the already measured 
results. 

c) The comparison of the results between the theoretical modelling of the 
contact surface at the diffusion bonding and the physical experiments. 
This way to gain a better understanding of the theoretical model, and 
the investigation of the numerical modelling in correlation with the 
bonding parameters. 

d) The research of the diffusion bonding under the experiments and with 
modelling instead of the stopped experiments at altering time intervals.  
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2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In this chapter I present the experimental methods used to achieve my research 
goals and the thermal pre-calculations for the experiments, furthermore the 
calculation of the electrical resistance on the contact surface. 

2.1. The diffusion bonding and the reference experiments  
The diffusion bonding experiments were executed in the Gleeble laboratory at 
WKH� 8QLYHUVLW\� RI� 'XQD~MYiURV� RQ� WKH� *OHHEOH� ����� 7KHUPDO-Mechanical 
Physical Simulation System. Comparing with other laboratory experiments in 
vacuum: the test specimens are not heated by heat radiation, but the current is 
lead through the specimens acting as a resistance heater. The experiment in 
the Gleeble cell can be seen on Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1. 'LIIXVLRQ�ERQGLQJ�LQ�WKH�8QLYHUVLW\�RI�'XQD~MYiURV�*OHHEOH�
laboratory 

Since the heat distribution has a reverse parabola characteristic the maximum 
temperature was measured in the middle (close to the bonded surfaces) and 
the minimum temperature close to the copper jaws. They were measured with 
two R-type thermocouples and the Gleeble system controlled the temperature 
according to the thermocouple close to the bonded surface. The axial load was 
set by the Quicksim software (with 10 Hz) to a pre-defined pressure and cross-
section, ensuring the constant pressure on the bonded surface. Measured by a 
load cell the axial force was recorded, and similarly the Power Angle was 
recorded, which is used by the Gleeble control system. The pressure values in 
the vacuum chamber were recorded manually. 

Diffusion bonding and reference experiments were executed with same 
parameters for comparison. The same circumstances were intended to ensure 
that the diffusion bonding gives the only difference between the two tests. The 
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316L specimens were manufactured from steel rods with 12,5 in diameter and 
30 + 30 mm useful lengths. From the diffusion bonded and reference tests two 
pairs (four experiments) were selected for detailed investigation. These tests 
are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Physical simulations of diffusion bonding and reference specimens  

Naming /  

Time on air 

Diffusion bonding 
parameters 

Left 
side 

Right 
side 

Original 
length 

Length 
after 
tests 

 Tmax >�&@ P, MPa t, min 5]���P 5]���P mm mm 

DG3, 150 min 1000  30 60 0,58 / 
0,93 

0,6 / 
0,59 

30,07 + 
30,02 

58,48 

RG3 1000  30 60 
  

60,05 56,9 

DG7, 120 min 1055  30 40 0,75 / 
0,80 

0,92 / 
0,67 

30,01 + 
30,04 

56,34 

RG7, NA 1055  30 40 
  

60,04 55,47 

After the grinding of the surfaces as a preparation for bonding, the surface 
roughness was set in the range of Rz  �����WR����P��$IWHU�FOHDQLQJ�WKH�Cr oxide 
was removed by &,75$12;� �� DFLG� solution. After a repeated surface 
cleaning the specimens were put and shipped in a vacuum chamber under Ar 
gas, preventing them from re-oxidation. However, due to the taking out and 
fixing them into the vacuum cell (lasted more than 60 mins), the oxidation 
could not be fully avoided, but presumably the oxide layer was much thinner 
compared to what the original surface had. 

2.2. The thermal characteristics of the Gleeble experiments 
I approximated the heat distribution of the specimens with 1D calculations, 
where the radial heat distribution caused by the heat radiation was checked by 
calculations as well. I found that despite of the significant heat radiation on a 
cylindrical specimen the 1D heat distribution gave a proper approximation, 
but the heat loss, due to the radiation, needs to be taken into account. The 
calculations showed that following the large heat difference the temperature 
dependent material properties need to be used for a precise numerical 
modelling. For the Gleeble experiments I prepared a 1D numerical model. 

For the initially growing contact surface of the diffusion bonding, I have used 
the model developed by Hill and Wallach, and their so called 0. mechanism. 
According to the results the 30 MPa axial load gave about a 15 % contact 
VXUIDFH�DW�������&���������&��'XULQJ�WKH�SK\VLFDO�H[SHULPents in the heating 
up period we have applied 50 MPa axial pressure for a proper initial contact 
area before nominal axial pressure was used. This way the contact surface 
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melting could be avoided at the beginning of the physical experiments, and at 
WKH�VDPH�WLPH�WKH�ORZHU�D[LDO�SUHVVXUH�EHWZHHQ�����&�DQG������& used during 
the experiments ensured a lower deformation. 

2.3. Calculation of the contact electrical resistance in function of contact 
area 

In reality due to the surface contaminations and oxide layers the arising 
mechanical contact is not identical with the electrical contact surfaces. 
Because of this the 0. mechanism ± with the plastic deformation of the surface 
asperities ± does not substitute the slow mechanism where the different 
diffusion processes are dominant between the grains. This way it is expected 
that the oxides will disappear slowly. Since the conducting contact area means 
a proper mechanical contact too, the electrical resistance can be a good 
indicator. 

I have determined the theoretical calculations of the contact electrical 
resistance on the bonded surface based on the Zhang (2012) models. Half of 
the symmetric contact model used can be seen on Fig. 2. In the cylindrical 
coordinate system, WKH�³K´�PHDQV�WKH�EULGJH�OHQJWK, that is based on the surface 
roughness height, which resistance is specified as the electrical resistivity (ߩଵሻ 
enlarged by the oxide layer and the contaminations. 

 
Figure 2. The current channel geometry for contact resistance by Zhang 

(2010) 

The total resistance is the sum of the constriction resistance ܴ�Ȁ and the 
bulk resistance arisen on the bridge ܴ. Since I modelled a half specimen in 
heat distribution, the half of the contact resistance was determined. 
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ܴ�௧௧ ൌ ܴ  ܴ�Ȁ ൌ
ఘభ�ή�
గ�ή�ಲమ

 ఘమ
ସ�ή�ಲ

ή തܴ�Ȁ ቀ
ಳ
ಲ
ǡ ఘభ
ఘమ
ቁ,

 (1) 

where ߩଵ and ߩଶ�are the specific electrical resistance (resistivity) of the bridge 
and base material. I have determined the constriction resistance based on the 
analytical equations by Zhang (2010, 2012). The calculations showed that the 
constriction resistance around the conducting areas may give much larger 
electrical resistance to the sum of the total as the resistance due to the oxide 
layers and contaminations, even if ߩଵ ൌ ͳͲͲ כ    .�ଶߩ
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3. RESULTS 

In this chapter, I present the results of my research, which helped me to determine 
the ratio of the contact area under the bonding process. I present the results of the 
theoretical model for contact surface growing modelled by Hill and Wallach 
(1989), and the contact surface was determined by the Zhang (2012) calculations 
based on the introduced contact resistance through the own modelling of the 
Gleeble experiments. 

3.1. The evaluation of the diffusion bonding and the reference 
experiments  

The parameters of the two chosen pairs of the experiments are detailed in 
Table 1��DV�'*����5*��RQ�������&������03D������PLQ�DQG�'*����5*��RQ������
�&������03D������PLQ��All experiments had a heating up period with 540 s, a 
2400 / 3600 s nominal bonding period and a controlled cooling period. The 
image of the DG3 / RG3 specimens after the experiments can be seen on Fig. 
3. 

 
Figure 3. The Gleeble specimens RG3 (reference experiment), DG3 

(diffusion bonding specimen) with the same heat and axial load, below the 
initial pieces 

The measured stroke functions of the four experiments are visible on Fig. 4., 
where for the comparison the beginnings of the diffusion procedures are 
shifted to one point. The measurements show smaller strokes on the diffusion 
bonded specimens compared to the reference tests without bonding surfaces 
using the same parameters. The measured stroke here means the axial 
deformation of a specimen. The measured temperatures are visible on Fig. 5. 

We can assume that between the two specimens the only difference is the 
contact electrical resistance at the bonded contact surface. This significantly 
modifies the heat distribution, which impacted on the creep properties. 
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Figure 4. The strokes, axial deformations of the specimens during the 

diffusion bonding and the reference measurements  

 
Figure 5. The measured temperature of the DG7 / RG7 and DG3 / RG3 

experiments, heat up, diffusion bonding, controlled cooling  
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3.2. Numerical modelling of the Gleeble experiments 
For the study I prepared a 1D heat distribution model for the experiments, 
which could calculate the heat distribution on the deformed specimens, and 
according to the axial compression, it modelled the axial deformation. During 
the long process the model was able to follow the heat generation and heat 
distribution according to the altering geometry. The numerical model 
controlled the DC current to set the constant temperature close to the bonded 
surfaces, and it controlled the axial load to ensure the constant surface pressure 
on the surfaces. In the model I approximated the axial deformation with a 
temperature dependent creep function. Fig. 6. shows the schematic view of the 
heat generation and the heat transport. 

 
Figure 6. Heat generation and heat transport in a half specimen with contact 

In a half specimen through the nth element from left the heat transport will be 
equal with the sum of the �«Qth element heat generation reduced by the loss 
of the heat radiation: σ ሶܳ௫


ଵ . This heat generation will be equal in steady state 

with the heat transport through one element. Assuming that the deformation is 
much slower than the heat transport, in the kth time step it can be written: 

 ሶܳ
ǡ݇݊ݔ





ൌ ൫ߣ ܶାଵǡ൯ ή
ǡܣ
݈ǡ

൫ ܶିଵǡ െ ܶǡ൯ǡ  (2) 

where ߣሺ ܶሻ is the thermal conductance of the nth element. 

Close to the side of the specimen at the fixing, the measured temperature 
helped to define the heat transfer coefficient value between the specimen and 
the cooling water. The heat transfer through the jaws at n = N will be the 
following: 
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 ሶܳ
ǡ݇ܰݔ

ୀே



ൌ ௪௦ߙ ή ேǡ൫ܣ ேܶǡ െ ܶ�௪௧൯ǡ      (3) 

where ߙ௪ = 2000 ± 4200 W/(m2K). After rearranging the equations, one gets 
the ேܶǡǡ and ܶିଵǡ values. The welding temperature is ଵܶǡ. 

Observed with naked eyes the revers parabolic heat distribution showed 
similarity during the experiments, but during the numerical modelling the 
difference is more observable. On Fig. 7. at 60 s and 2400 s for the DG3 / 
RG3, DG7 / RG7 experiments the heat distributions and the heat fluxes are 
visible, whereas through the bonding process the difference is reducing. 

 
Figure 7. Heat distributions were calculated to the DG3 / RG3 DG6 / RG7 
experiments in the numerical modelling at 60 s 2400 s (Baross et al, 2020) 

The measured and modelled strokes are visible on Fig. 8. The increasing 
Power Angle and the controlled and modelled DC current are visible on Fig. 
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9. for DG7 / RG7 experiments. The block diagram of the numerical model can 
be seen on Fig. 10. 

 
Figure 8. The measured and modelled stroke during the nominal period of 

the experiments for the four experiments (Baross et al, 2020) 

 
Figure 9. Increasing Power Angle and the modelled DC current of DG7 / 

RG7 
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Figure 10. The block diagram of the numerical modelling 

The cross-sections with discrete length were calculated with a constant 
volume, where based on the earlier studies (Hill, 1983, 1989, Rieth, 2004) the 
Arrhenius type creep equations were used RQ�WKH�GRPLQDQWO\�KLJK������&�± 
������& temperature regime. The exponent of the creep equation was adjusted 
to the reference experiments, and these creep functions were applied to the 
diffusion bonding experiments in the model as well. This way the only 
difference is the appeared contact electrical resistance could be investigated. 

The increasing axial load on the axially shortened specimens showed less than 
1% difference in the modelling and in the measurements, see Fig. 11. 

In this way the numerical modelling was able to estimate the deformation of 
the specimens during the long experiments. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of the increasing axial load with num. modelling 

with the measured values 

3.3. The contact electrical resistance 
The increasing contact area during a diffusion bonding was approximated with 
a decreasing contact electrical resistance raised on the mating surfaces. The 
electrical resistance was added to the left side of the half specimen. Since this 
resistance could not be modelled as a function of a parameter, it is determined 
in time as a decreasing function. The exponential decreasing function was the 
following: 

ܴ௧௧ ൌ ݇ଵ ή ݁ିమή௧,     (4) 

where ݇ଵ [ȍ@�� ݇ଶ [1/s] are the parameters of the function with which the 
characteristics of the stroke can be modified in the numerical modelling. The 
parameters were set to be equal to the measured stroke at the 40th minute. 

The two functions of the contact electrical resistance derived for DG7 and 
DG3 are visible on the Fig. 12. 
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Figure 12. The functions (DG7, DG3) of the contact electrical resistance at 

the diffusion bonded derived by the numerical modelling 

3.4. Determination of the contact surface area 
I have determined the contact resistance function based on the Zhang (2012) 
equations in function of the A / B ratio (Fig. 2.). The electrical resistance 
function is visible on Fig. 13., where according to the eq. 1. its half value was 
determined. 

The contact resistance decreases under 10-5 (Ohm) after reaching the 10% 
contact ratio. By this I showed that the contact electrical resistance (in time) 
determined from the Gleeble numerical modelling, and the contact resistance 
derived by the Zhang equations have the same order of magnitude and give 
comparable results. Hereby, through the contact electrical resistance function 
by the Gleeble experiments and modelling, and by the Zhang theoretical 
equations I determined the contact area in the function of time: A/B(Rcontact(t)). 

To define the A/B(t) I derived the A/B(Rcontact) from the Rcontact(A/B). The 
function was approximated under the 10 x 10-5 order of magnitude with a 
polynomial for larger than 10% contact area. In reality, we can assume also 
larger than a 10% contact in the beginning of the bonding process as it was 
presented earlier. For DG3 and DG7 the ratio of the contact surface 
A/B(Rcont(t)) in time can be seen on Fig. 14. 
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Figure 13. The contact electrical resistance in the function of A/B, surf. 

geometry��K� �������P��QRPLQDO�UDGLXV�RI�WKH�FRQWDFW�  = 6,25 mm; theݎ�
contact area radius ݎ  ������·������PP��������H-����P ��&�������ߩ��

ଵߩ ଶΤߩ ൌ ͷͲ. 

 
Figure 14. The growing ratio of contact surfaces A/B(Rcont(t)) for DG3 and 

DG7  
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3.5. The results of the Hill and Wallach diffusion model 
I prepared the model based on the Hill and Wallach model. The model shows 
a significant contact grow at the beginning of the process, which is the result 
of the ideal characteristic of the different parallel mechanism. However, the 
experiences on tests in literature give a not satisfying mechanical contact, 
because of the oxidation and contamination on the surfaces. It is worth to note, 
if this could be reduced significantly the bonding quality would be much 
better. Since the pre-heating or baking of the surface could not be performed 
in the vacuum cell, we could expect some contamination and oxide layers on 
the surfaces. 

Using the 316L material parameters in the Hill and Wallach model for the 
diffusion bonding we can get the model in function of the bonding parameters. 
The results of the plastic deformation according to the two experiments: DG3 
/ DG7 can be seen on the Fig. 16. (DG7) and Fig. 19. (DG3). The mechanisms 
and the sum of the ratio of the bonded area are visible on the Fig. 17. (DG7) 
and Fig. 19. (DG3). The quarter of the ellipse voids were calculated by the 
model during the two processes are visible on Fig. 18. (DG7) and on Fig. 21. 
(DG3).  

At first step the Hill and Wallach model calculates the instantaneous plastic 
deformation (0. mechanism). With this we can estimate in the cell the contact 
area as a neck, which belongs to the yield stress at a certain temperature: 
ܽ௬ௗ, where the ellipse height will be the ݄௬ௗ. The schematic view of the 
mechanism is visible on Fig. 15.  

 
Figure 15. Material transport during the 0. mechanism, assuming an 

instantaneous plastic deformation 

The Hill and Wallach model assumes symmetrical surface roughness profile, 
where the material transport remains in plane. The surface asperities replaced 
by ellipses, which joints perfectly V\PPHWULFDO�DW�WKHLU�WLSV��³FUHDWing between 
them a series of infinitely long parallel cylinders of elliptical cross-VHFWLRQ´�
(Hill and Wallach, 1989), where the surface has no waviness according to the 
theory. During plastic deformation the model do not assume work hardening. 
The 0. plastic mechanism is not time dependent. In the Table 2. showed 
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surface roughness parameters were derived from the measured roughness 
profiles of the actual specimens. 

Table 2. Surface roughness parameters derived from the measured values 

 Specimen Nr.   Ra ��P� Rz ��P� Rq ��P� Ȝa ��P� 

DG7 

Nr. 1.  
1. meas. 0,06 0,75 0,08 23,24 

2. meas. 0,06 0,8 0,08 22,47 

Nr. 4.  
1. meas. 0,09 0,92 0,13 28,42 

2. meas. 0,06 0,67 0,08 18,55 

1055 �&�����03D������PLQ Average 0,0675 0,785 0,0925 23,17 

DG3 

Nr. 8.  
1. meas. 0,06 0,58 0,07 20,84 

2. meas. 0,06 0,93 0,08 20,46 

Nr. 11. 
1. meas. 0,06 0,6 0,07 21,76 

2. meas. 0,06 0,59 0,07 22,13 

1000 �&������03D������PLQ Average 0,06 0,675 0,0725 21,30 

Geometry ellipse input 
data 

Grain size 

����P 
  ݄ ൌ ʹ�ܴ ʹ�ܾ ൌ  ߣ

 
Figure 16. The DG7 (1055 �&������03D��UHVXOWV�RI�WKH����PHFKDQLVP�

instantaneous plastic deformation in function of different yield stresses and 
surface pressure, the ݄௬ௗ, ܽ௬ௗ are used for the later 1-6 mechanisms 

As the result of the plastic instantaneous deformation the Fig. 16. shows the 
ratio of the neck / unit cell: a/b. More results are show for comparison in the 
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range of 950 ± 1055 �&��7KH�FURVV�PDUNV�WKH�'*��SRLQW��ZKHUH�,�FDOFXODWHG�
����ERQGLQJ�UDWLR�DW�������&��7KH�݄௬ௗ, ܽ௬ௗ will be used for the later 1-
6 mechanisms 

After the initial mechanism the different parallel mechanisms, as diffusion, 
evaporation and condensation and the power-law creep mechanism will 
effectuate in the bonding with different rates. The results show that the surface 
diffusion mechanism will dominate on this temperature and pressure. The 
evaporation, diffusion between the grains, and the creep mechanism will 
contribute less. The main driving force to the surface mechanism is the 
elongated ellipse void shape, which tends to form a circle, which results an 
equilibrium state for the surface mechanisms. The quarter of the ellipse voids 
are visible on Fig. 18. (DG7) and Fig. 21. (DG3). The elongated voids form 
quickly to a circle during the initial part following the diffusional process, then 
the other mechanisms shall shrink the voids, which at the ends will disappear. 

 
Figure 17. The DG7 (1055 �&������03D������PLQ) diffusion bonding main 
results of the 1-6 mechanism by the Hill and Wallach model, geometrical 

inputs: ݄௬ௗ = 0,118 �m, ܽ௬ௗ = 1,818 �m, ʹ ή ܾ = 23.17 �m, grain size: 
���P 
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Figure 18. The void forming in the DG7 bonding model in a quarter cell, 

ellipse width: c(t), height: h(t), neck width: a(t)=b-c(t) 

Fig. 19. shows the 0. mechanism of the DG3 similarly to DG7. The cross 
marks the DG3 diffusion bonding point result at ���03D��������&� 

 
Figure 19. The DG3 (1000 �&������MPa) results of the 0. mechanism 

instantaneous plastic deformation in function of different yield stresses and 
surface pressure, the ݄௬ௗ, ܽ௬ௗ are used for the later 1-6 mechanisms 
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Figure 20. The DG3 (1000 �&���30 MPa / 40 min) diffusion bonding main 
results of the 1-6 mechanism by the Hill and Wallach model, geometrical 

inputs: ݄௬ௗ = 0,122 �m, ܽ௬ௗ = 0,86 �m, ʹ ή ܾ = 23.17 �m, grain size: 7 
�P 

 
Figure 21. The void forming in the DG3 bonding model in a quarter cell, 

ellipse width: c(t), height: h(t), neck width: a(t)=b-c(t) 

Summarizing the Hill and Wallach model, it shows a quick contact 
accordingly to the literature, assuming a clean surface, without any waviness. 
However, WKH�³D´�QHFN�ZLGWK�JURZs quickly in both cases, but following the 
slower mechanisms at a lower temperature - in case of DG3 - the neck height 
³K´� LV� GHFUHDVLQJ� VORZHU� FRPSDUHG� WR� WKH� GLIIXVLRQ� ERnding at DG7. In 
general, we can say that the elongated voids form quickly to a circle following 
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the initial mechanisms, then the 1-6 mechanisms shrink much slower the 
voids. According to the surface void modelling it is reasoned to keep the 
temperature at a high temperature (1050±������&�� as they can be found in the 
literature too, where to ensure the disappearing of the voids the process is held 
until 2 hours. However, the higher pressure may speed up the bonding process, 
but I did not intend to test it, because of the larger radial deformations of the 
specimens. 

3.6. Comparing the bonded area of the theory and the numerical model 
The theoretical diffusion bonded area (a/b) by the Hill and Wallach and the 
determined bonded ratio (A/B) from the measurements through the numerical 
modelling and with the Zhang equations are summarized in the Fig. 22.  

The theoretical model and the experiments show higher bonded area at higher 
temperature in time, as it was expected. However, for an exact measurement 
we need to make fracture tests combined with microscope investigations.  

 
Figure 22. The diffusion bonded area (a/b) by the Hill and Wallach model 

comparing with the electr. resist. Rcont(t) were derived by the numerical 
modelling, where the contact area derived by the Zhang eq. 
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The theoretical Hill and Wallach modelling of a/b and the measured and 
calculated A/B derived show significant difference, where the later give lower 
values. Taking into account the possible oxidation, contaminations I expected 
certainly lower results. Furthermore, according to the later corrected models 
for the Hill and Wallach model (1989) by Zhang, M. Q. Li (2015, 2018) and 
by Ruifang et al. (2012) gave for other alloys more realistic results. According 
to their results I think that in the future it shall be beneficial to investigate and 
apply the newer models for the 316L stainless steels too.  

With these, I worked out a method through the measurements of the Gleeble 
to determine the bonded area during the diffusion bonding. I made comparable 
the bonded area between the theoretical Hill and Wallach model and the 
functions were determined by the developed numerical model and the Zhang 
equation. 
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4. NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS 

The topic of my research was the diffusion bonding of 316L stainless steel 
specimens, that have grades very close to the structural materials used in 
present fusion reactors. I formulated my results in the following points. 

1. Investigation of the diffusion bonding process with a Gleeble physical 
simulator system 

I proved with experiments on 316L stainless steel specimens that the diffusion 
bonding experiments carried out by resistance heating together with the 
reference measurements are feasible to investigate the diffusion bonding 
process. 

During the experiments I found a relationship between the dissimilar axial 
deformations of the bonded and reference specimens, and the diffusion 
bonding process on the mating surface. 

The diffusion bonding and reference experiments were carried out with the 
same parameters at 1000 �&� 30 MPa/ 60 min and 1055 �&� 30 MPa/40 min. 

I worked out a numerical model, which could model the heat distribution on 
the specimen and the axial and radial deformations as they were measured 
during the experiments, the results of the numerical models were set to the 
reference experiments. 

2. The approximation of the contact area of the diffusion bonding with the 
electrical resistance 

I introduced for the diffusion bonding model a contact electrical resistance 
function, with decreasing tendency as ܴ ௧௧ ൌ ݇ଵ ή ݁ିమή௧ [�]. The function 
was adjusted to the diffusion bonding in the numerical model, where this 
function was the principal difference compared to the reference model. 

I found that the contact electrical resistance at the mating surfaces of the 
bonding influences significantly the heat distribution. I proved that the contact 
electrical resistance during the diffusion bonding decreases the axial 
deformation compared to the reference experiments in a measurable way. 
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The contact electrical resistance functions used for the numerical modelling 

were defined for the two diffusion bonding experiments 

3. Application of the Hill and Wallach model and the Zhang contact 
electrical resistance equation 

I carried out a theoretical diffusion bonding modelling for the contact surface 
based on the theories by Hill and Wallach (1989). According to the model, 
after 10-20 min the bonded area reaches the 90% similarly to the earlier results 
by Hill (1983) for 316L. I found based on the modelling and the experiences 
from the literature that we can expect in the reality slower and ambiguous 
results for the bonded area compared to the theory. 

Based on the Zhang (2012) model, I determined the contact electrical 
resistance in function of the bonded area to the bonded specimen surfaces. I 
introduced that the contact electrical resistance function was derived by my 
own numerical model and the results from the Zhang model were in the same 
order of magnitude, in this way they were comparable to each other. 

I proved with the Hill and Wallach and Zhang models that the contact 
electrical resistance is a good marker for diffusion bonded area during the 
bonding process. 
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4. Determination of the contact (bonded) area by measurements and by 
theoretical modelling 

I determined the increasing bonded area in time using the Zhang model on the 
contact electrical resistance which was defined by the own numerical 
simulation. In this way, I made examinable the progress of a long diffusion 
bonding instead of stopping the bonding process. 

Comparing the numerical model of the experiments and the Hill and Wallach 
theory, I found that the experiments gave smaller bonded area than expected. 
I found that in both cases (experiment, theory) the bonding with higher 
WHPSHUDWXUH��������&��JDYH�KLJKHU�ERQGHG�DUHD�FRPSDUHG�WR�WKH�ERQding at 
ORZHU�WHPSHUDWXUH��������&�� 
With these, I worked out a new method with the experiments on the applied 
physical simulator to determine the bonded area during the diffusion bonding. 
I made comparable the bonded area between the results were determined by 
the experiments through the own numerical model and the results coming from 
the existing theoretical models. 

 
The diffusion bonded area (a/b) by the Hill and Wallach model comparing 

with the results were derived by the Gleeble numerical modelling and 
calculated by the Zhang equations: A/B(Rcont(t)) 
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5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

During my research I dealt with diffusion bonding of 316L stainless steel 
specimens which are used in the ITER tokamak and in other nowadays 
operating tokamaks. 

I proved that by the electrical resistance heating made diffusion bonding 
experiments with the reference experiments were able to investigate the 
diffusion bonding process. I found connection between the axial alteration of 
diffusion bonding and reference samples and between the progress of the 
diffusion bonding. The experiments were carried out with same parameters: 
������&������03D������PLQ��DQG�������&������03D������PLQ� 
I developed a new numerical model, which were able to calculate the heat 
distribution on a half specimen and the axial deformations of the specimens. 
The model was set to the reference tests. In future I suggest and plan to modify 
the numerical model in many points. Following the high temperature regime 
(900 �&�± 1100 �&� I suggest using the plastic deformation to calculate the 
axial deformation according to Lindgren et al. (2017) results. Based on the 
literature yield stress limit will reduce and the creep may increase if high DC 
current is led through a specimen. I suggest investigating the alteration of the 
yield stress with the Gleeble simulator together with the results were worked 
out by Varga (2020). 

I prepared the diffusion bonding model based on Hill and Wallach (1989) 
results. With the results I suggest defining a more precise upper and lower 
limit for 316L (temperature, pressure, time), and the possibility to substitute 
the parameters to each other. I suggest carrying out the more precise model 
for 316L was presented by Ruifang (2012), which was developed for the alloy 
TC4 (Ti-6Al-4V). Related to the modelling the 3D ellipsoid surface (by 
Zhang, 2018) may give more realistic results as the 2D ellipse infinite grooves.  

The theoretical modelling can give very useful results if they can extend to the 
diffusion bonding of different material pairs. However, it requires more severe 
research of the theory. 

Beyond the 316L stainless steel I suggest applying the Hill and Wallach model 
to the EUROFER 97 and similar ODS steels as well. 

In numerical simulation further studies are planned to find a clear connection 
between the contact electrical resistance by Zhang (2012) model at bonding 
surface and the voids appeared on mating surface modelled by Hill, Wallach 
(1989). These studies can be a base on a new non-destructive test method. 
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6. SUMMARY 

Diffusion bonding and reference heat affected zone tests on 316L specimens 
were performed in a Gleeble 3800 GTC physical simulator at the University 
RI�'XQD~MYiURV��The cylindrical specimens had 30+30 mm and 60 mm useful 
length. Selecting two pairs I prepared detailed numerical simulations for 
comparison on the diffusion bonding and the reference experiments. 

�� '� KHDW� FRQGXFWLRQ� PRGHO� XVLQJ� WKH� PDWHULDO¶V� FUHHS� SURSHUWLHV� ZHUH�
developed to estimate the sample axial deformation, where the bonding 
SDUDPHWHUV�ZHUH�WKH�IROORZLQJV��������&������03D������PLQ��DQG�������&���30 
MPa / 40 min. The numerical simulation was able to estimate the axial and 
radial deformation, the used DC current, and the contact electrical resistance 
raised on the mating surfaces. The numerical simulation took into account the 
material properties, the axial force for the constant applied pressure, and the 
DC current, as it was controlled by Gleeble system for the constant 
temperature. These results were published in Baross et al. (2020, 2022), the 
preparatory calculations, partial results and laboratory tests were published in 
Baross et al. (2015, 2017, 2018, 2019) articles. 

In the physical tests we could observe the stroke differences as they occurred 
between physical tests and the reference tests at same parameters. These 
phenomena were shown in the numerical modelling with the additional 
contact electrical resistance at the mating surface. In this way the surface 
contact resistance could be estimated by the physical simulations and because 
of the strong dependencies of the creep parameters on the temperature. With 
these I have found connection between the contact electrical resistance and the 
progress during the diffusion bonding process.  

The theoretical diffusion bonded area was modelled by Hill and Wallach 
(1989). However, the first estimations published in Baross et al. (2018) 
underestimated the contact resistance, but the contact electrical resistance by 
the Zhang (2012) equation gave much larger resistance following the 
significant constriction resistance. These results gave similar order of 
magnitude to the earlier determined functions by the help of the physical 
experiments (Baross et al., 2020, 2022). 

I think the further study of the contact electrical resistance and the diffusion 
bonded area grow may result a new method to investigate the diffusion 
bonding process. 
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